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Two Becoming One Flesh

✦ This is why a man leaves his father and mother and bonds with his wife, and 
they become one flesh. Both the man and his wife were naked, yet felt no 
shame. 

✦ For this reason a man will leave his father and mother and be joined to his 
wife, and the two will become one flesh

Ephesians 5: 31-33

Genesis 2:24



Sex is a  
Window into 
Experiencing 

the Divine Love 
of God



Theology of Sex
• Intimacy, vulnerability, acceptance, and love is at the heart of 

God’s divine nature. 
• Human beings crave intimacy (both giving and receiving) because 

they bear the image of God. 
• Within marriage, sex is a gift from God that allows us to experience 

His divine nature. 
• Sex is a a unique experience where elements of intimacy, 

vulnerability, and acceptance are intensely present, therefore 
becoming a powerful window into the divine nature and love of God. 

• Through giving one’s body to another, husband and wife grow 
closer to each other and in turn to God (St. John of the Cross)—one 
flesh union—deep connection. 



• Divine Connectedness 
satisfaction through intimacy with 
God

• Intimate Connectedness 
satisfaction through intimacy in 
marriage 

• Relational Connectedness 
satisfaction of close friendship 
needs. 

• Collective Connectedness 
satisfaction with the need to belong 
to a meaningful group

Types of Connectedness



Loneliness Unloneliness/
Divine Love

Intimate Connection 
satisfaction through 
intimacy in marriage 

Physical/Sexual Intimacy
Emotional Intimacy
Spiritual Intimacy
Intellectual Intimacy



So What Gets in The Way? 



What Get’s in the Way? 

✦ Sexual Pressure

✦ “I should always be ready, anytime.”
✦ “I should feel guilty when there are times I don’t want sex.”
✦ “I should compromise what is comfortable to please.”

✦ Sexual Expectations

✦ “I am responsible for my partners sexual happiness.”  
✦ “If I don’t do a good job they will go somewhere else and it 

will be my fault.”
✦ Body Image

✦ “If my body does not feel/look good to me how will it feel/
look good to them?”

Thoughts that move us away from  
intimacy, vulnerability, acceptance, and love.
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What Get’s in the Way?



What Get’s in the Way?
Arousal (dopamine)

Pro-creationConnection

Buying off on our cultures view of sex



What Get’s in the Way? 
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Spending to much time in the wrong places



Practical Steps



Practical Steps
✦ Honor the rhythms God has put into place
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✦ Honor times of resolution 
✦ Practice connectedness (Dr. Brene Brown) 

• Have COURAGE-latin “cor”(heart). To tell the story of who you are 
with your whole heart. 

• Have COMPASSION  

• Be AUTHENTIC 

• Embrace your VULNERABILITY (what made them vulnerable 
made them beautiful) 

• Practice CARE (Dr. Allen Schore) 

• curious, accessible, responsive, engaged

Practical Steps



✦ Honor Touch 
✦ Practice non-sexual touch 

• Oxcytocin 

• selfless desire to be close 

• reduces selfish sexual cravings 

• calms us down 

• How do we produce it? 

• caring touch 

• Selfless giving or caring for another as a parent would a 
child.  

• Sexuality that is more caring and less about pleasure 
encourages the body to pour more oxytocin to the brain.

Practical Steps



✦ Honor sex for connection 

✦ Preoccupy yourself with the innermost not the 
outermost 

✦ Engage in mutual giving and receiving 
✦ Allow arousal and pro-creation to follow connection 
✦ Allow times of NO, so YES really means YES 

Practical Steps



✦ Honor it’s place 

✦ Created to point us to divine love (icon) and for 
connection. 

✦ Created to be part of a whole, not on it’s own. 
✦ Created to fall within the natural rhythms of life. 
✦ Created for mutual caring and receiving. 
✦ Created as a gift for connection, pleasure, and 

procreation. 

Practical Steps



Join me on 
March 3rd
Christ Community Church Olathe 9-6
Steps Toward Achieving The Connection We Were Made For

Four Types Of Intimacy


